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UNAED AERIAL VEHICLES (UAVs) ON THE PUJRE TACTICAL BA•T•LEFIELD - ARE
UrYs AN ESSEITIAL JOINT FORCE MLTIPLIER? By MAJ Ronald L. MCGonigle.
Us"?, 58 pages.

This nuwgraph identifies and exudines the criterion for the
acceptance of wwiunn•d aerial vehicles (UAVs) as tactical joint force
multipliers. The concept for their use rests on historical validation
as well as the realization that force multipliers with joint
applicability appropriately reflect new political and fiscal realities.
Current and near term ULV technology offers sore very needed
capabilities to aid success on the future tactical field of battle.

The monograph investigates the historical use of UAVs,
specifically concentrating on Israeli use in the 1982 Lebanon Air War
and United States use during Operation DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORK.
Historical exmiles serve to deonustrate UAV capability across five
broad mission areas: reconnaaissance, surveillance and target
acquisition; targeting; deception; electronic warfare; and command and
control.

Finally, the nmograph discusses the current status and projected
future of UAVs. Discussion in this area surrounds the recently created
UAV Joint Program Office, cost-effectiveness of UAVs, and institutional
inertia.

Research shows that it would pay the United States to invest in
the flexibility of UMVs. They are proven in combat, cost-effective,
adaptable to future technology, and are a logical choice to =mltiply
conbat force on the future battlefield. Overcoming organizational
resistance, not technology, is the major barrier to UAV acceptance.



We have just won a war with a lot of heroes flying around in planes. The next
war may be fought with airplanes with no men in them at all. It certainly will be
fought with planes so far superior to those we have now that there will be no basis
for comparisn. Take everything you've learned about aviation in war and throw it
out of the window and let's go to work on tomorrow's aviation. It will be different
from anythag the world has ev seen.1

UR. Army Mu. W•~mt Oa•J R-ap A~nIAd

Gmoral Arnold's speech, delivered 2 Septer'ber 1945, carries

with it a vision that is an valid today as it was 47 years ago.

Though far from conducting total aerial combat without men, the

United States is on the brink of accepting pilotless air vehicles

as essential combat force multipliers on the battlefield. Since

World War II, these uzunned vehicles have shown steadily

increasing use on the battlefield. This increased usage is only

outpaced by the urumnaed vehicle's performance and technological

promise. It is this perforrance and promise ti-at mist deliver

within the context of newly defined armed services and, more

importantly, on the future field of battle.

The future defense structure of the United States will be

smller and will operate on a constrained and closely watched

budget. In view of this reality, national and allied expectations

still require the United States to maintain a credible and

unbeatable force. This is a very difficult problem, exacerbated

by an undefined threat and the probability of a non-linear

battlefield.

How will the defame structure solve these problem with

less force and fewer dollars and still placate a nation and its

allies who expect rapid victory with few casualties? This essay

examines the capabilities of uzmmaned aerial vehicles2 (UAVs) to

provide a mall piece of the solution to the tactical problems
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linked to wartime expectations. Specifically the essay will

attempt to answer the question- are UAVs an essential joint r6.u-

multiplier for the future tactical battlefield?

Uranned platforms have explored the planets gathering and

relaying data vital to space exploration. They have been used in

a diverse number of fields, from ocean research to atmospheric

sampling with excellent results.3 Since World War II they have

been used on the battlefield with increasing success.

U&Vs can penetrate enemy defenses to provide recomnaissance,

laser designate targets, perform bomb daiage assessment (BDA),

detect chemical agents, and perform a myriad of other missions

that are dangerous for nanned platforms. They can provid6 stil l

photos, electro-optical (ED), infrared (IR), and radar imagery.

Their inherent stealth characteristics allow then to loiter above

a target unseen, while performing electronic warfare or

conummications relay missions. 4 Their versatility is wmratched as

a combat nultiplier. Why, despite UAV demonstrated capab lity,

have battlefield commvaders not endeared theruelves to an approach

that completely integrates them onto the battlefield?

To be an effective force aultiplier and to win acceptance by

commnders, UAVs mist adequately satisfy the criteria listed in

the following table. The criteria are representative of the

shortfalls of UAVs in conbat operations. Whether or not UAVs

satisfy each criterion is addressed throughout the essay and in a

cmleted table (Table 2) at the conclusion of the essay.
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CRIERION FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF UAVs

NESTI JOINT SERVICE EXPCTATIONS
CURRENTLY BEING

___ YES NO ADDRESSED

m bhidlmto mup hWi amuv

COMMUlWbmwe NOW to UAV a.

uHus is mlu Ntedbl• .lkam

Table I

To fairly represent current UAV capability against the

established criterion, this essay will discuss the effect of UAVs

as an essential joint force multiplier.

Although UAVs were first used in World War I, their

operational inpact was not realized until World War II. In 1939

the Germans developed the Fiesler 103, better known as the V-1

Buzz Bomb.$ Pran June 1944 through March 1945 the Germans

launched over 10,500 V-i UAVs against England. Over 2500 of the

V-is stayed mechanically intact, survived the British defenses,

and went on to hit their targets. The UAV raids resulted in

14,665 casualties.6

Both German and Amorican World War II UAV programs suffered

in one major area-- accuracy. Tha USAF converted damaged B-17s

and B-24s into UAVs. A pilot would launch the bomb laden aircraft

and then bail out once over the continental coast. The UAV would

then be remotely guided to a large target area.? The problem of
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inaccuracy represented a serious flaw in the UAV concept, a flaw

that would plague the program up through the Korean War.

The 1960s ushered in demand and new technological capability

for UAVs. On 1 May 1960, a U-2 reconnaissance aircraft piloted by

Gary Francis Powers was shot down over Russia. The political

tur•oil caused by the shootdown and Power's subsequent capture

forced President Eisenhower to cancel U-2 missions over Russia and

China. The political embarrassmnot caused by the incident and the

need for reconnaissance information heightened White House

interest in a UAV project, code nau "RED WAGON." However,

Department of Defense (DOD) inertia slowed project progress and it

did not become fully operational until August 1964.6

Operational reconnaissance UAVs demonstrated their value in

flights over China and Vietnam in the late 1960s and the early

1970s. Strategic Air Command (SAC) used them to obtain high

quality photographs of military facilities and troop movements in

China. This clearly demonstrated the benefit of using advanced

UAVs over politically sensitive areas.9 If lost over the target

country, the United States could claim navigation or system

problems, but when successful, the UAV captured invaluable

information without risking a pilot or possible national

em•arrassment. Program success over China carried over into the

Vietnam War.

A Soviet modeled integrated air deferse system (IADS) in

North Vietnam accounted for 90 percent of the Americans who became

prisoners of war. 10 Du% to increased pilot risk, DOD relied on a
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highly classified UAV program as a substitute for manned

reconnaissance over heavily defended North Vietnamese targets.

The program, code name "BnTLO HUNT•R" flew over 3000

sorties with an attrition rate of less than 10 percent. Their

speed and mull size allowed then to navigate through heavy enemy

defenses while successfully performing pre-strike reconnaissance,

bomb damage asseswermt, and photography of unsuspected future

targets." Success brought expansion to mission areas and UAVs

began flying limited missions in leaflet dropping and collection

of electronic intelligence (ELINT). The program demonstrated and

proved its strengths and potential, but it also demonstrated its

weaknesses.

UAVs were very survivable in a high threat envirmment. One

reconnaissance UAV flew almost 70 missions over heavily defended

targets in North Vietnam before it was brought down by anti-

aircraft artillery (AMA) fire.'2 However, the nmjor problems with

funding prevented identified and needed design improvements.

Improvements were needed to increase capability and mission

performance. The =ajority of missions failed because of system

malfunctions or fuel shortages, problems that would have been

easily overcome with proper funding.

As the war waned, the Air Force lost interest in UAVs. In

1973 the Air Force's position and Nixon's political agreements

with China led to a shutdown the of the reconnaissance UAV program

that had been so successful over China and Vietnam. UAVs headed

for storage, but the technology that had made them successful

carried over into programs that would improve the new family of
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laser and optically guided weapons. Although lessons would be

lost by the United States, they would be garnered by the Israeli

military. During the 1973 Yore Kippur War, the Israeli Dfeame

Force (IDF) introduced pilotless aircraft to the battlefield.

During this war the Israeli Air Force enployed pilotless

aircraft as a first wave of an aerial attack against Arab forces.

The UAVs fooled radar operators and defense systems. The ruse

caused Arab defenses to expend their surface to air missiles

(SAMs) and AM against the UAVs, giving the second wave of manned

aircraft a chance to penetrate the SAM and AAA defenses during a

period of reloading.13 The result was a successful Israeli attack

with few losses to Tmnned systems. Due to their potential to save

valuable aircraft and invaluable airorew lives, the Israelis

developed a high regard for UAV use. Success with pilotless

vehicles during the 1973 Yore Kippur War inculcated a desire in the

IDF to further its research into uses for UAVs on the battlefield.

This research would payoff handsomely during the IDF's 1982

conflict with Lebanon.

The use of UAVs during the 1982 Lebanon conflict between

Syria and Israel represents one of the clearest examples of why

and how UAVs should be ar~loyed in the tactical arena. The

initial 48 hours of operations in this conflict known as Operation

Peace for Galilee "constitute a brief but full scale conventional

war that had enormous, perhaps unparalleled, implications for the

future of major war.'"14 The IDF employment of western military

hardware against a force emloying Soviet equipment and tactics

makes the conflict a highly relevant study for those who would
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ealoy similar western equipmient against forces based upon the

Soviet model. This massive combined arms assault, designed to

destroy the PLO as a military force and neutralize Syrian combat

forces, began on 6 June. The air portion of the campaign started

three days later at 1400 hours on 9 June.s

For over a year prior to the battle, the Israeli Air Force

(IAF) had been using unpiloted vehicles and reconnaissance

aircraft to collect photo and ELINT data of Syrian SA-6 SAV'

locations in the Beka'a Valley. The long collection period and

the data provided the ZAF with a highly accurate threat picture,

time for extensive planning, and time to tailor a force ideal for

the upcaming battle.

The IAF used a four-phased operation against the Syrian

IADS. The first phase called for the launching of inexpensive

decoy UAVs into the Syrian IADS. The goal of this several hour

phase was to keep Syrian defeames in constant suspense while

wearing down operators. 16 The decoys saturated Syrian radars, and

their operators, showing poor target discrimination and firing

discipline, massed launched SJMs and AAA against the UAVs. This

action triggered the second stage.

Once SAM radar positions were positively confirmed, by UAV

and other Dq collectors, they were engaged. The northern radar

sites were neutralized by F-4 electronic counter measures (Ea4)

and by fire in the form of %MIKES, Standard ARMz and MAVERICX

missiles. SA4 radar sites in souther Beka'a Valley were attacked

by artillery and the Israeli Ze'ev ('"olf") ground launched

missile.17 This use of passive and active electronic warfare (EW)
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measures to shut dova or destroy the Syrian IADS was augmented by

UAVs programmed to detect AAA radars, such as the Gun dish radar

on the ZSU-23-4 Shilka. Once the UAV detected the radar signal it

would perform a kamikaze dive into the emitter.'s With the Syrian

=ADS in total disarray, the IAF launched the third phase of the

operation-- undetected penetration of umunned strike aircraft.

F-4 and F-16 aircraft easily penetrated through large gaps

in the Syrian integrated defense to kill the rmnaining SAM radar

vans and SA-6 launchers with laser guided and standoff munitions.

The fourth and final phase of the operation suppressed the

remainder of the shocked Syrian aerial defense systems with

cluster bomb units (C3Us) and general purpose bnumbs. 1 The highly

successful phased operation reportedly took only 10 minutes to

execute and resulted in the destruction of 17 out of 19 SA-6 sites

and several SA-2 and SA-3 sites in the Beka'a Valley.20

With the Syrian IADS shut down the IAF enjoyed immunity from

ground defenses while it engaged in the fight for air superiority.

The IAF, once again, used UAVs to augment the fight. UAVs were

employed over three major Syrian airfields to monitor Syrian

fighter MiG aircraft activity. As soon as the MiGs taxied for

takeoff the UAV detected them and relayed the real-time photo

inforrution to E-2 AWACS aircraft. The AWACS aircraft then

vectored Israeli fighters to the unprepared and unsuspecting M±Gs.

The UAVs also contributed the confusion of MiG aircraft by helping

to jam MiG ground controlled intercept (GC1) cormmnications

frequencies. 21 Robbed of this cmmunication link the airborne

MiGs were confused and seriously disoriented, making them easy
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prey for Israeli fighters. During this encounter the IAF shot

down 23 Syrian MiG fighters. By the end of July, using manned

aircraft augmented by UAVs, the IAP would lose only 2 aircraft to

AAR fire while destroying 85 Syrian MiGs and 29 SAM sites. 22

During the Lebanon carpaign the UAVs provided continuous

video coverage for the IAF strike commander, collected 34

information, lased targets for aircraft e•loying laser guided

munitions, precisely directed artillery fire onto threat

locations, jammed camiunication frequencies, and provided real

time BDA. UAVs were key force multipliers for this operation,

offering an exanple to other nations of their validity and 'coming

of age' to the tactical battlefield.

The UAV represented another strengthening link in the

bonding of air warfare to land warfare. They provided cowmanders

an array of missions to assist in intelligence collection,

movement, and engagement. Though the Lebanon air campaign was

severely limited in scope and the Syrians proved to be poorly

organized, Western, Soviet, and Soviet satellite nations quickly

realized the benefits of using UAVs in odern warfare. Many

Western nations, including the United States, began taking a

renewed interest in MAVs.

Historical success as combat force multipliers represent

the mark of UAV enwloyment in combat operations. Nonetheless,

commanders still have many questions as to their capabilities and

limitations. What missions can they adequately perform or

augment? What do they offer to each conponent of the mi.litary and

can they be organized for mutual joint benefit? How can current
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technology further inrove their contribution to the battlefield?

Will they have an inpact on the battle field of the future? These

are but a few of the questions being asked by the military

establishment, but they are among the most important. UAVs, in

order to be an essential force multiplier, nust answer these

questions and have utility on the battlefield of the future.

Several principal factors: technology, reduced force

structure, diffusion of Soviet arms and tactics, smaller budgets,

and focus on regional operations, have begun to redefine the

battlefield. These principal factors will bring several iMortant

changes to the spectrum of conflict, including a change in the

paradigm for the conduct of combat operations.

New political realities, fiscal realities, and technological

change will create a less linear and more expanded battlefield.

Tactical and operational commanders will have to accept more risk

as the battlefield takes on this nonlinear look that leaves large

gaps between forces. '"nlike operations on a linear battlefield,

the integrated and mutually supporting activities inherent in

nonlinear operations occur on one extended battlefield and may

occur separately in space and timn." 2 3 This is a battlefield with

widely separated forces, a fact that blurs or sometimes

invalidates the concept of the traditional front line. Linear

operations will still occur, but only at times and places

beneficial to operations.

Successful combat, on a battlefield containing more depth

and breadth, will require commanders who can orchestrate

operations in three dimensions. Operations of this nature seek to
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avoid the attrition nature of linear operations, orient on the

enay rather than terrain, and require comenders to create and

exploit conditions to use the inherent power of operational

maneuver.2 4 Comnrnders will use all the tools they have to affect

operations on the extendd battlefield.

Synchronized linear and nonlinear operations on the extended

battlefield accarplish strategic and operational goals. The

extaided battlefield, depicted in Annex A Figure 1, serves as a

model for operational planning. Operations in the Joint

Intelligence and Air Attack Area seek to identify strategic

targets and destroy them in an effort to affect operations across

the tactical, operatioul and strategic level.

The Joint Battle Area is where airpower synchronizes with

the Aay's deepest reaching land system to affect the enemy,

minly at the operational and tactical level. A primary goal at

this stage is the maxin•u gathering of intelligence throughout the

depth of the battlefield. Corps ccrmknders will use UAV sensors

and reconnaissance capabilities to see the battlefield out to 400-

500 kim.n

Land and air operations in the shaping area focus on

locating the enemy and then setting the condltions for decisive

battle in the Close Battle Area. Lmg-range fires focus on

separating the enemy in space and tins. UAVs provide the tactical

commander observation of the anew; comamications relay to

lateral, subordinate and higher commands; targeting of the enemy

for fires; and BDA of those fires. During decisive operations

12.



UAVs provide intelligence an gaps in enemiy defenses that can be

exploited by nmneuver forces.

In Desert Storm the AM used UAVa for route reconnaissance

for the AR-64 attack helicopter. Pilots used the UAV imagery to

familiarize thanuelves with terrain, defenses, and target

locations just prior to flying the attack mission. 26 UAVs offer

the canmnder a number of important capabilities that remarkably

speed up the see-docide-act-assess process. Through this

continuous process, combat power is decisively brought to bear

upon the anomy.

During operations in the Joint Intelligence and Air Attack

Area and the Joint Battle Area maneuver forces can be hold in the

Staging, Logistical, and Dispersal Area until committed to

operations. Throughout the depth and breadth of the battlefield,

UAVs have assiduous and overlapping missions. After defeat of the

enemy, combat forces will disperse back to logistical areas for

reconstitution. UAVs will perform route reconnaissance, maintain

enmaw surveillance, provide BDA, and conduct deep operations for

the next fight.

The extaxded area model, depicted in Annex A Figure 1, is a

planning tool to aid the operational cammander in synchronizing

complex three-dimmsional warfare. Aras are not fixed in

relation to each other but are created and modified as the plan

dictates. This means that several of these models may be in

action at any given time with the critical link being real-time or

near real-time information. UAV use in Desert htorm demonstrates

that they can play a current role in the close battle and shaping

12



areas2' and newly developed prototypes promise to enhance

operations across the spectrum of the future extended battlefield.

The question arises as to whether UAVs can survive the anticipated

and extremely hostile environment to meet the needs of cnmanders

across this spectrum.

Many regional foes have adopted hybrids of the Soviet model.

Soviet weapon systems are inexpensive and easy to com by due to

the Russian society's reliance on export of weapon systems to

support a weak economy. Regional armies, such as Iraq, Iran, and

China, are taking advantage of lucrative prices to bolster their

own military capability. This offers disadvantages and advantages

to the United States. The primary advantage is the knowledge

gained over the Cold War era of Soviet doctrine and of the

capabilities of Soviet systems. This provides a starting point

for intelligence comnunities to figure out how Soviet systems will

augmet existing regional systems. The primary disadvantage is

that mnny regional powers will have the additional lethal

capability of these systems. Additionally, most regional powers

do not have to contend with the immense fronts presented in the

Soviet model, so they are able to array an in-depth Soviet style

lADS with fewer systems. The Iraqi defease structure is one such

model.

The Iraqi IADM uses a mix of defensive systems, primarily

Soviet, to create their integrated air defene system. This IADS

is arrayed in the fashion of the Soviet model depicted in Figure 2

of Amex A. Their system contains the qualities of depth and

ovelap found in the Soviet model.
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The model's depth and overlap, in both range and altitude,

will bec~a more lethal as the Russians sell off newer model SA~s,

AAR, and aircraft. This air defense system is characterized by

layered air defenses containing large numbers of sophisticated

ground-to air and air-to-air systems networked by rapid and

efficient ccmand, control, and c€rmmications systems.28

Characteristic design allows it to flow with the moving ground

force as well as defend fixed comOand and control, logistics,

industrial, and comwnuications locations. 2' The increasing

lethality of this IADS equates to increased risk for manned

missions. Opposition counters are to send more numbers of scarce

manned assets against targets, decrease the risk with advanced

technology, or find an acceptable substitute for high risk

missions.

Larger mission packages would work in the short term but the

losses and cost in crew and equipmt would eventually be too

high. The U.S. military has always been enamored with new

technology and that is the path it has taken to counter new

threats on the battlefield. However, new technology increases the

cost of survivable manned system.

A PAND CorporatJ n mstudy estimated that a UW budget

equivalent to the actual dollars available to the service for

aircraft procurement in 1972 would buy less than ten aircraft by

the year 2000 and only one aircraft by the year 2020.30 This is

an unacceptable position for the military. Flying a $25 million

dollar aircraft, such as the proposed RF-16, into a highly

technological and integrated air defense system to accomplish a
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task that can be accoMplished by a UAV costing only thousands of

dollars is neither logical nor economically feasible.

Relatively low cost UAVs demonstrated their ability to

circumvent this potent air defense system in Lebanon and even more

recently in the Gulf War. The UPVs ability to successfully

operate and survive in a modern integr:ted air defense system

provides a viable alternative to the critical problems of munned

aircraft attrition and survivability in several key mission areas.

Mie of the biggest challenges of the future battlefield will

be the fusion of intelligence assets, target acquisition assets,

and the cmmander's undqrstanding of the current battle situation.

Carrying varying payloads, UAVs can perform a number of missions

to met this challenge. The information depicted in Annex A,

Figures 3 & 4 represents service caponent desires by correlating

missions with payload category.

Today's UAV mission capabilities range across five broad

mission areas: re.onnaissance, surveillance and target acquisition

(RSTA); targeting; deception; electronic warfare; and comyand and

control. UAVs that perform these missions are procured as

cwplete systems. A system contains the UAV platform(s) , mission

payloads, ground support equipment, and data links.31 Current UAV

system can perform all five of the mission categories but the

primary focus has been in the RST mission area.

RSTA missions obtain infcormation about an area, enemy or

potential enemy. This information is collected photographically,

visually, electronically, acoustically, and by a number of other
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methods.3 2 After collection, information is matched with an

appropriate target response.

Information is of critical invortance to the tactical

comrnder, especially on a non-linear battlefield. Timely

identification is essential in order to give comnanders time to

mass oombat power at the decisive time and place. United States

Marine Corps UAVs in Desert Storm proved their ability to provide

timely information.

Marine Task Force Ripper of the lot Marine Division used a

UAV to foil an Iraqi tank battalion counterattacking force located

at the Kuwaiti International Airport. The UAV detected the force

at the north end of the airfield and relayed real-time imagery of

the en•hr force to the Task Force Ripper camnand vehicle. The

enury force was targeted and engaged by naval gunfire and air

attack before it could do any damage to the Marine Task Force. 33

UAV presence in the Oulf allowed commnmders to experiment with

their integration on the battlefield. A result of that

experimentation was the symbiotic relationship developed batween

the Pioneer UAV systIn and the Joint Surveillance and Target

Attack Radar System (J-STARS).

J-STARS used a synthetic aperture (SAR) radar and moving

target indicators (MTI) to locate suspected maneuvering enemy

ground targets. Upon detection, J-STMRS opened an electronic link

to a United States Marine Corps Pioneer UAV that flew to the

location to provide a positive and real-time verification of enemy

forces. The relationship was so successful that one of the three

Marine CoLps Pioneer UAV copAnies was used almost exclusively in
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this verification role.34 This RSTA application served the

tactical cmrand environrrnt by providing a direct contact between

groun commanders and acquired intelligence.

Grou commuanders need timely intelligence and the United

States Air Force is one of the Amy's primary deep tactical

intelligence collectors. The anticipated increased terpo and

intelligence requirementa of the non-linear battlefield demand

that acquisition and assessment of intelligence information be

collected in real-time or near-real-time fashion. The current

relationship and structure does not support these requirements.

Currently, complete reports of targets flown by tactical Air Force

"asets do not reach the requesting ground commander until 12-24

howrs after landing.

The problem is exacerbated by the fact that the Air Force is

phasing out the RF-4C, its primary tactical intelligence

collector, before replacement systeIm can be sufficiently

fielded."5 During Operation Desert Shield and Desert Stoim the

Air Force had a requirermrt for six squadrons of RF-4C

reconnaissance aircraft but only fielded one and a half squadrons.

The result was overtasking of assets and a marked shortage of

tactical intelligence collection. Aircrew were put at risk as

they attewrted to image over 30 targets per mision instead of the

norml 3-4."

Due to the shortage of tactical intelligence collectors,

existing UAVs were enployed to fill the collection void. The

Arzn, Marine Corps, and Navy recognized the problem early on and

solved it by enploying off-the-shelf and samewhat outdated
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Pioneer, Pointer, and Ex-Drone UAV systews. The successes of

these systues testify to their versatility in not only acquiring

tactical intelligence, but also in performing other critical

missions.

UAVs have revolutionized the role of target designation and

support for naval gunfire. Naval operations in the Gulf War

included UAVs in constant overwatch of USS Missouri and USS

Wisconsin 16-inch gun operatioms. Fewer rounds were expended and

weapons effectiveness was significantly increased due to UAV use.

Gunners aboard the battleships used televisions linked with UAVs

to monitor 1-ton shells as they inwacted targets over 20 miles

away. The gunner then used a light pen, connected to a computer,

to draw a line between the impact point and the intended target.

The caMuter calculated the desired correction, sent it to the gun

which fired a corrected round. After impact on the target,

instant BDA was relayed back to the ship informing gunners of

target destruction status.3? The use of UAVs in this capacity

increased weapon effectiveness, negated the need for ground

spotters, reduced collateral damage, and freed n'nned

reconnaissance platform for other missions.

Closely paralleling the naval gun support mission is UAV

targeting. The main difference is that targeting is an active

mission whereas naval gun spotting is a passive mission. The

effectiveness of laser targeting was proven during the Lebanon Air

War, where UAVs targeted for both aircraft and field artillery.

UAVs are best suited for this mission because laser designation is

more accurate when using a high angle of incidence. UAVs obtain
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these desired angles from over flight of the target or from high

orbits over the target area. 3'

The laser beam from the UAV to the target acts as a guide

for laser guided munitions such as the Army's copperhead artillery

round, the Hellfire missile, and the Air Force's family of laser

guided munitions. The nmition's guidance system 'captures' the

laser beon and follows it directly to the target. UAV lasing

increases weapon effectiveness while decreasing risk to the

aircrew and ground lasing teams that normally perform this task.

Although UAVs are at more risk over or orbiting the target,

their inherent stealthy characteristics allow them to perform this

task and survive in high threat areas. Through interviews with

Iraqi prisoners of war, it was determined that enrny soldiers

could not even see UAVs at altitudes of 5000 feet or greater. 39

UAVW can perform their lasing mission virtually undetected, relay

BDA results, and then relocate to base or another target. Despite

proven ccobat effectiveness and available off-the-shelf

technology, the United States did not have an operational UAV that

could laser designate targets during the Gulf War. They did,

however, have operational UAV decoys.

The United States use of UAV drones for aerial deception

came as a result of a hard lesson learned in 1983 by the Navy in

the Beka'a Valley. Twenty-eight United States Navy aircraft were

launched against Syrian targets in Lebanon. The costs, resulting

from the mission, far outweighed any operational gains. The

mission ended with the destruction of two United States aircraft

and damage to another. As a result, one aviator was killed and
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another captured. The Navy had to fall back on blind 16-inch

shelling from guns on the USS New Jersey because it could not get

ground observers into the target area. Naval gunfire was not

verified from the air because the Navy was reluctant to use their

$40 million dollar per copy reconnaissance F-14s in an area where

they had already lost two aircraft. 40 Embarrassed by operational

shortcomings and pressured by public opinion, the United States

reconsidered its policy in Lebanon and ended operations there.

The United States had failed to learn critical lessons from the

Israeli conflict with Lebanon just one year earlier.

The unfortunate outcome of the 1983 naval operation in

Lebanon led to the Navy's interest in developing and procuring a

tactical air laumched decoy (TALD). TALDs are UAVs used to

deceive enemy dfenses. The result is two-fold: enemy defenses

expend expensive SAMS and AAA on unranned aircraft; secondly,

enemy radar sites reveal their positions to weapons poised to

destroy them. With anemy air defense radar sites destroyed or

shut down, defense cannot accurately guide SAMs and AAA against

penetrating aircraft.

U.S. Marine and Navy pilots used these unnunned gliders in

the Gulf on an airfield raid, near heavily defended Baghdad, on

day one of the air cuo~aign. TALDs masked the manned strike

aircraft by overloading Iraqi SAM and AAA radar sites with more

targots than they could handle. Once enemy radar sites revealed

themselves, F/A-18 aircraft fired high speed anti radiation

missiles (HARMS) at them. During the time of this raid, over 200
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HARMS were in the air at one time, following a screen of TALDs

into Baghdad. 41

Manned aircraft launch TALDs along a route separate fran the

route of strike aircraft. HAM equipped aircraft monitor the

TALDs and enmn oadar response. An electronic cabat specialist

in the Gulf predicted a doubling in HARM effectiveness against

onaW radar s ies. Usually only 10-15% of HARMS find their

target. Howoer, when used in conjunction with TALDs that ratio

could incr e to 25-50%.43 As a result every suppression of

enemy air defens. (SEWD) flown by the Marine Corps incorporated

TALDs. U e of UAVs in the Gulf, as decoys, were not strictly

limited ,o Navy and Marine Corps flight operations.

United States Air Force 868th Tactical Missile Training

Group, formerly a Ground Launched Cruise Missile (GLCM) unit, was

orde ed to report to a location in California. After arrival,

the were redesignated as the 4468th Tactical Reconnaissance Group

given the Desert Storm mission of operating Northrop's BQM-74C

a rial target drones, code named WCATHE MEM.4 3

Somatime in October, the 4468th was secretly flown to Saudi

abia where it continued to train. By Thanksgiving, the 4468th

had reduced set-up time fran 9W hours to 11. Its mission was to

ground launch BQ4-74s, on 17 January 1991,, in front of United

States strike packages that were flying against targets at H-2 and

H-3 airfields and against targets in and around Baghdad.44 The

decoys arrived on schedule, Just behind the F-117 raid and just

ahead of the strike packages. United States Air Force F-40 "Wild

Weasel" aircraft launched HARMS against the deceived radar sites
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that were locked onto EB4-74 drones. In two days Iraqi air

defenses were shattered and the 4468th had completed its

mission.4

The 4468th mission was so successful that the Iraqis did not

even know that they had been duped. They reported a large number

of aircraft shot down during that raid, but almost every claimed

kill was a TAM or Air Force drone. The use of UAVs as decoys

played a rajor role in reducing loses to coalition airorew and

platforms.

The use of UAV decoys in tactical operations is an excellent

example of their use as Joint force multipliers. The initial

airstrike on 17 January cofbined Navy TALDs and Tomahawk cruise

missiles with Air Force BD4-74s. This ewployment of lethal and

non-lethal UAVs coMplemwnted highly successful coalition

airstrikes against critical targets deep within Iraq. RSTA,

targeting, and deception missions are essential, but controlling

the electramgnetic spectrum will be critical on the future

battlefield.

The nest major war will be won by the side which best uses the
elctmomagnetic spectrum. Electronic warfare ...is a field where change are
occurig rapidly, where nobody really knows what will happen...a subject which all
the major powes shroud in shadow, an ar as dark and o.ct as it is vast and
diffuse.'

Today's military forces depend upon electronics for the

erloynent of modern weapon systems and the comrmand and control of

forces. This dependency makes all forces vulnerable to actions

that would control or manipulate the electrormgnetic spectrun. 4T

Electronic combat properly integrated in time and space is the
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sine qua non of modern warfare, vital to aerospace and surface

warfare and to the success of theater cuapaigns.8

The ability to exploit the electronic spectrumi significantly

increases the effectiveness of combat forces. Electronic warfare

employed in conjunction with maneuver forces produces a

cumulatively disastrous effect on the enemy's capability to wage

war." hsVa have the capability to exploit the enemy's

electrcmagnetic spectrwu and thus increase the combat

effectiveness of our forces.

Electronic Warfare (3q) exploits, disrupts, and deceives the

enemy command and control of forces and weapons while protecting

friendly capability. ER has three categories: ER support measures

(Eat), which perfomr the fumntions of interception,

identification, and location of enemy emitters; electrcnic

counterneasures (ECK), which disrupt enemy use of the

electromagnetic spectrum; and electronic coumter-countermeasures

(ECC4), which protect friendly use of the spectrum.j Today's UAV

payloads are best suited to support the ES4 and EM4 missions.

A significant capability of UAVs is collection of imagery

intelligence (IMINT) and signals intelligence (SIGINT), which was

demnstrated by Itraeli UAV operations in Lebanon in 1982 and by

U.S. operations during Desert Shield and Desert Storm. SIGINT and

IMINT intelligence acquired bi' UAVs during these operations played

a key role in painting a picture of how enemy forces, their

defenses, and their command and cont:rol structures were deployed.
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UAVs with 34 payloads used in conjunction with manned

platformn increases the lethality and survivability of those

mianned assets. In the absence of effective electromgnetic

counters, air power can came off a poor second to integrated air

defense systems in term of net operational losses versus net

gains .sI

ES UAVs not only listen for electronic signals from enemq

equipment but can determine the characteristics and location of

transmitting equipneat. Additionally, they can analyze data,

encode it, and data link the information to airborne or ground

comwand posts. UAVs used in 1982 by Israel is a prime example,5 2

They are ideal for this mission because they can loiter and

collect MEZ and IMINT information on a heavily defended enemy,

often undetected. Pushing this capability down to lower echelons

allows those ccmanders to develop a timely intelligence picture

of their area of operations without reliance on national or

theater assets."

Information gathered from UAV ESM missions identify the

locations of enemy defenses and "fingerprint" their electronic

signatures. With this information, defense sites can be shut down

by lethal or non-lethal means. Ground or air assets can destroy

the defense sites or EC24 packages carried by UAVs or nmnned

platforms can electronically jam defense radar sites or the

cumications that control than.

Ground and manned platforms usually perform jarring

functions for combat operations. Ground systemw are hamered by

range and numbers of available jetars, while the drawbacks for
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nanned air platforms, such as the EF-111, EC-130, EA-6 and F-4G,

are cost, risk and numbers of available assets. Manned Dq

platfornm are designed to stand-otf trom a target and perfom

their mission. This reduces the number of required aircraft and

reduces crew risk, but requires that these aircraft Jain large

areas. To do this effectively requires a great deal of electrical

power.

Increased power requiremnts and the requiremet to jm a

large area operating many frequencies increase system complexity

and drive up platform costs. UAVs offer a low cost alternative to

expensive nmned platforms and, at the son time, extend the range

and jwmdmng capability of ground forces.

The power required to effect target antennae varies

according to the square of the range, provided the janwmr has line

of sight to the target. Power requirsmwnts for a UAV one mile

from a target antenna would need to be only one-hundredth that of

a jaimer 10 miles away and only one-ten-thousandth that of a

jutmr 100 miles away.0 Because UAVs can operate close to the

jammed source their power requirmments are low and their payloads

focus on select frequency bandwidths. Reduced costs and increased

capability are the payoffs of using UAVs in this capacity.

Similarly, ground commanders increase range in their area of

operations at reduced risk. ER UAVs increase area coverage of

existing air and ground platform and can be ewployed in areas

deemed too risky for manned assets.

Closely aligned with EN payloads for UAVs are payloads that

cwliment ommnd and control. During the Gulf War, they
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provided ground, naval, air, and marine cmmanders at all echelons

a continuous view of their areas of operations, an unprecedented

advantage for battlefield mcnagamrnt.35 The tinmliness of the

informtion UAVs provide is crucial for the rapid decision

requireannts of the future battlefield. With timely information,

coTsnders decide when and where to mass forces for decisive

operations. UAVs in spotting, lasing, and EDA roles serve to

partially penetrate the fog of war and to inrrove the chance for

success. Near real-tins feedback from UAVs frees decision makers

fron soam of war's uncertainty.

The endurance qualities of UAVs allow then to act as a torce

nultiplier in the role of a cammuication relay platfonm. Relay

UAVs configured for cammmication functions will augmnt ground

force by negating the need for ground re-transmission sites,

Future plans for UAVs include a high-altitude, long endurance

(HALE) UAV whose payload will provide a comnmications relay

capability. Design characteristics permit the HALE to fly above

65,000 feet and stay aloft for several days. 5' A HALE UAV will

cover a large part of the theater and will free proposed corps and

division UAV assets for other missions. The future of UAVs to

effectively augniant joint operations in the five discussed mission

areas, as well as other mission areas, lies within the purview of

the UAV Joint Progran Office.

In 1988 Congress directed the Departmant of Defense (DOD) to

consolidate the nnagamnent of DOD non-lethal UAV programs into one

area. The program is currently under the managermnt of the UAV

Joint Project Office (UAVJPO) which works joint acquisition of
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UAVs through the Defeose Acquisition Board (DAB) and prepares the

annual DOD UAV Master Plan." The UAVJPO was created to eliminate

wasteful duplication efforts among services. The focus of the

program is to develop and procure systems for joint service use.

The UAVJPO mission is to expeditiously field UAV systems

that provide significant tactical advantage to operational

conwanders. The 1992 Master Plan currently includes six UAV

projects: Very Low Cost (VLC), Close Range (CR), Short Range (SR),

Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL), Medium Range (MR), and

Endurance (HALE). UAVJPO strategy revolves around a family of UAV

systems (Annex A, Figure 5), with the SR system representing the

baseline for maximising interoperability and oamwnality m~ng

five of the six projects." The MR system has unique requirements

and falls outside of the family concept.

UAV system designs focus on interoperability so raximum

benefit will be gained in a joint war fighting arena. They will

be designed to be integrated in a manner that allows for interface

between UAV family systems, which include aerial vehicle payloads,

data links, and ground control and processing stations. The

system architecture incorporates available technology to provide a

current capability but also allows room to accmodate future

technol ogy.

Comonality in UAVs centers on using similar system and

payloads across the family of UAVs. Alike avionics, engines,

fuel, sensors, relays, data links, ground stations, and modular

payloads all serve to increase joint force enhancing qualities.
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These characteristics will also drive down life cycle costs and

sinplify logistical support.

Joint Service requira its fall under four categories of

UAVs: Close, Short, Medium, and Endurance. The VLC project is

incorporated into the Close category and the VTOL falls under the

SR category. Figure 6 in Annex A depicts the current Joint

Service operational needs by UAV category.

CR and VLC systems reflect the need of lower level echelons

such as United States Army battalions, brigades and divisions and

United States Marine Corps c*Vanies and battalions. The need at

this level is for a system that can perform operational needs out

to approximtely 30 kilonaters.6 Marines validated the CR

concept during the Gulf War using outdated Fg4-151A Pointer and

BQM-147A Ex-Drone UAVs, Pointer and Ex-Drone operations proved to

be disappointing. Line of sight limitations, sensitivity to

strong winds, and lack of an on-board system to identify vehicle

position hanpered Pointer operations and the Ex-Drone was limited

to day, fair-weather rissions."

Although there were limitations to these CR UAV operations,

they did gather usable intelligence and enhanced combat

operations. The identified shortfalls noted in Pointer and Ex-

Drone operations are being corrected in the follow on VLC

system.62

The SR UAV is the core systei#3 for al I potential UAVs

considered for development and procurement in any family of UAV

category. Systems within this category support division and corps

level operations for the Army and also support Marine Air-Ground
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Task Force operations. The focus here is on UAV operations out to

150 kilormters beyond the front. Naval interests in the SR

vehicle range fr= naval gun spotting to the needs depicted in

Figure 6 of Annex A.

The Pioneer UAV system used during Operation Desert Storm is

in this category, Though it is an old system, it proved

invaluable to Army, Navy, and especially Marine combat operations.

Pioneers flew over 300 missions during the war and suffered only

one loss to enemy ground firs.64 They are scheduled to rumin in

the active inventory until fiscal year 1998 or until replaced by

the follow-on SR UAV. 66

The MR UAV in the only UAV being designed independently of the

family concept. The project is a continuation of a joint Navy and

Air Force progrem that began prior to the creation of UAVJPO.

Program design calls for a UAV that can provide near real-time

high resolution imagery of heavily defended operational and

strategic targets for both services. MR interoperability and

comonality design revolve around the Joint Service Imagery

Processing System (JSIPS) and the Advanced Tactical Air

Reconnaissance System (ATARS),."

JSIPS is a step in the right direction for solving the

problems of timely processing and dissemination of intelligence

inforamtion acquired by operational and theater assets. The

system can do outdated film processing, but was developed to

process data linked electro-optical, infrared, and radar imagery

from ATARS suites.
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JSIPS is designed to be used in the field by the Army, Navy,

and Air Force.'7 Its counterpart, ATARS, is a versatile sensor

package that will be carried in both manned and UAV multi-service

platforms. The JSIPS-ATURS-UAV interface provides the services a

needed and enhanced capability for tactical reconnaissance during

a time when the numbers of manned reconnaissance platforms are

being reduced in the active force. The near real-time information

acquired from the MR UAV will be used at division, corps, and

theater levels.

The final category is Endurance UAVs. These high altitude,

long-endurance UAVs represent a comparatively low cost alternative

to satellites. They have the capability to range anywhere in the

world and perfoam a variety of high altitude missions.

Surveillance, atmospheric sampling, weather monitoring,

c€yunications and data relay, and ER operations all fall within

the scope of the Endurance vehicle. Comparatively, UAV costs in

this category are high.,"

Cowmen systems in the Endurance vehicle will increase the

data link and control range of C, SR, and MR UAVs. For this

reason, the few Endurance platform that will be purchased will

increase the force enhancing qualities of all UAVs.

The adaptability of UAVs to future technology is a UAVJPO

design requirement. The JPO already has several technological

inprovemants under contract. The main upgrades include modifying

engines to run on a c€mmon heavy fuel, improved data link

capability, laser designator, moving target indicator (MTI),
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miniature synthetic aperture and inverse synthetic aperture radar

(MOHSA/SAR), and improved EN payloads.

Fuel upgrades will allow UAVs to use fuel comon to field

vehicles, negating the need to haul and store volatile aviation

gasoline. Data link upgrades will meet the need for a reliable

control oa data interchange between UAV5 and ground control

stations in high threat enviramnuts. The data links will be jam

resistant and meet UAVJPO interoperability and conomnality

requirements.

MT%, MOHM, and HISM system are designed to provide all

weather high resolution inrrgery. MTI provides imagery of moving

targets using Doppler frequency shifts, but loses stationary

targets in the background clutter." MOM system, on the other

hand, are enhanced radars that can detect, locate, and classify

tactical stationary or moving targets. The radar can penetrate

dust, clouds, and foliage.10 MISAR uses Doppler shift imaging to

look onto, track, and image a designated moving or stationary

target.t1 Combination HTIf and MLU/MISAR packages are feasible

and could easily be incorporated into the MR, VTOL, and Endurance

Laser designation capability is inportant for inproving the

accuracy of precisicn guided ntmitions. Lamers are very accurate

and can be narried to a video display that can present range and

an image of the target. Lasers lose accuracy it the diameter of

the radiated beam exceeds the size of the target/: Enhancerents

to current technology for UAV laser designators include increasing

laser energy output to improve bean accuracy and stability.
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The main advancement goal in EW payload upgrade is to

develop co.mon modular payloads for jmnming, deception and E%4

missions. These payloads are very complex and very expensive to

produce. Caumality and modular design will drastically cut

operations and developtwit costs. Furthermore, comuw data links,

payloads, ground programning stations, and software will decrease

cost and logistical support.

All of theme UAV system and follow-on upgrades cost a great

deal of mnuey. The Department of Defense has subititted a $129.1

million dollar budget for UAVs in fiscal year 1993 and some

estimates predict that the UAV market will reach $5.5 billion by

2001.74 is this cost Justified? Are UAVa a valid purchase for

the force and if so, are they cost effective?

When considering URV systems and what they have brought and

can currently bring to the tactical battlefield the answer is yes;

they are cost effective investments. A United States Air Force

study answered the cost-effectiveness question in the mid-1970s.

The study revealed that UAVs could perform several missions flown

by pilots more cheaply and more effectively. The Air Force

suppressed the study.7 s A 1981 study of UAV effectivemess

conducted by Congress found similar conclusions.

There are important advantagee that can be realized when circumstances
allow the employment of RPVs [UAVsj instead of manned aircraft systems. These
include eliminating pilot and crew losses, lowern& operating costs, and increasing
vehicle survivability and performance capabilities.76

In an environment where dollars and assets are shrinking, it

is only logical to augment existing systems with combat proven and

cost-effective combat multipliers. Force multipliers that can
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enhance joint force capability are even a more sensible purchase.

As seew in the past, UAVs used in hostile and politically

sensitive environmunts reduce pilot risk and political

embarrassmnt. They reduced losses during the Vietnam War and

prevented the embarrassment of a Gary Powers incident when used

over China.

UAVs lower mission operating costs in a number of areas.

There is not a need for crew support systems such as ejection

seats, oxygen system, or armor plating in UAVs. UAV size and

sinmlicity reap savings in design, human factors engineering, and

construction costs. The proposed MR UAV and ATARS payload,

designed to do the exact same mission as its munned counterpart,

only costs approximately $2.5 million dollars. In comparison, a

RF-16 cost approximately $25 million dollars and the Navy's

reconnaissance platform, the F/A-18D, cost $36 million dollars."

Cost-effectiveness is also increased by fuel efficient UAVs.

A RAND study ccmnared estimated fuel ccnsumption's of a UAV and a

F-4 performing the same mission. The F-4 consumption was

estimated at 460,000 gallons compared to the UAV's 2,280

gallons.7 ' Reducing theater or tactical fuel requirements has a

tremendous appeal to future operations.

Aircraft have mi¥y redundant system to ensure aircrew

safety. This drives up the cost of a system and increases the

complexity of required maintenance. It also increases the cost of

training aircrew and maintainers. Unmanned vehicles, on the other

hand, have simply designed systems that require low-level

maintenance and little crew training. Because of these
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characteristics, UAV personnel and training costs are much less

than their manned coumterparts.

The UAV is effective and survivable. It is difficult to

detect and extremely hard to hit with gunfire. In 1981, the

A•sistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Develoixment, and

Acquisition attested to their survivability. In one test,

thousands of rounds of sophisticated radar directed fire and

hundreds of rounds of fifty-caliber were fired on a UAV well

within range. The UAV survived the test without damage.79 During

the Gulf War, Pioneer, Pointer, and Ex-Drone UAVs flew 522

missions and 1,640.9 hours. Cnly one UAV was lost to hostile

firel" Despite the cost-effectiveness of these highly capable

system, there is still a reluctance by the military community to

fully integrate them onto the battlefield.

The main resistance to full integration is due to "pilot

bias" and reluctance on the part of the users," However, the

data reflected in Figures 7A-8B in Appendix A indicate the

advantages outweigh the disadvantages. The deficiencies

identified by this study and current problem in meeting desired

criteria are currently being addressed by the UAVJPO. These

deficiencies have been cor'ected in follow-on prototypes that are

awaiting procureaint funding.

In a report to Congress the GAO found substantial resistance

in replacing a known quantity (manned platforms) with an unknown

quantity (UAV). The inpetus for change requires that the "unknown

quantity" present overwhelming evidence of effectiveness,$S The
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/ success of tuminned systems in Desert Storm was a large step

toward that overwhelming evidence.

Accarlishmnnts of UAVs in combat since the 1980s and up to

operations in the Gulf have given the military caminnity

opportunity to evaluate the UAVs tactical merit and have provided

a base from which to form a strategic measure of effectiveness.

However, no matter how effective UAVs are in battle, they will be

useless to the military institution if intellectual thought is not

given to how to fully incorporate them into the force structure.

To cmrletely benefit from their capability will require

organizational change.

Technological innovation is tied to the attempt to manage

uncertainty and to meet anticipated changes in the security

envirmnent.83 The fall of the Soviets has brought about

uncertainty and has forced the United States to anticipate a new

environment for conflict. In the 1980s it was recognized that

cnuters and micro technology would revolutionize weapons of the

future.84 However, change in technology is not enough to change

the way military institutions think about fighting war. Thought,

organizational change directed from top leaders, and time are all

required to fully inmlement a new innovation.

The process of change is slow, especially in large

institutin. It ia alzo clear th't the acceptance of major

innovations requires new career progression paths for those who

specialize in the innovation and a senior leader to create the

path for progression. 5 The acceptances of cruise missiles by the

Navy and ICB4s by the Air Force are key examples of this pattern
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of slow institutional acceptance to changst.' Both innovations

threatened roles already established in the organization and both

innovations met with a great deal of resistance. However, both

increased combat effectiveness.

Whether or not UPAVs represent a radical change in war

fighting capability retains to be seen, but the potential is

surely there. Technological change in the past ton years has

exponentially increased that potential. In managing uncertainty,

it would pay the United States to invest in flexibility. UAVs are

a flexible investment. They are proven in combat, cost-effective,

adaptable to future technology, and are a logicai choice to

,ultiply combat force on the "anticipated" future battlefield.

Overcatdng organizational resistance, not technology, is the rajor

barrier to UAV acceptance.

CRITERION FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF UAV9

MEETS JOINT SERVICE~ EXCTATIONS
CURENTLY BEING

_--_______________________ _ ,YES NO ADDRESSED
UAV SY*M aft db on

SCmw,. am 'am Q UAV &M
VMM 6a ilm igd&Wu ho

Fmpul, i m .mi ud.,w-i n

I ~IMSME h Aed m

Table 2
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Since the 1960's, UAVs have cae a long way in order to

satisfy, the criterion for effective u•rloy~mnt on the battlefield

of today. Current technology will further refine those

requirevents and increase UAV capability. An seen in Table 2,

criterion required by ccmunaders is and can be met by existing and

prototype system.

The Deser Storm experience validated the concept of using Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles to perform reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition
(RSTA) tasks on the battlefield. The Pioneer UAV systems employed by the Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps elements showed that a relatively simple, inexpensive
UAV system can extend the eyes of combat commanders and significantly increue
combat effectiveness. Pioneer located lucrative targets which were often
Immediately engaged by naval gunfire, land based artillery, or close air support
assets, Real time UAV imagery was then used to adjust fire on targets and to
immediately assess it effectiveness. Pioneer and Joint Surveillance Target Attack
Radar System (STARS) worked together well, demonstrating that mult-diacipline
cueing and target validation concepts have real applicability and value. UAV
imagery was used to map the entire southern portion of Kuwait, and contributed
greatly to the Marines' ability to successfully negotiate Iraqi minefields and
defensive barriers with minimum damage or delay. Overall, Desert Storm confirmed
the worth of UAVs in combat and provided a real world revalidation of approved
needs and employment concepts.8

Majr General William H. Fnorter. US Army

The United States experience in Dasert Storm may have

provided a glimpse of the potential for monmtous improveintt in

force capability based upon greater riliance on advanced

technology. Near future technolcgy is focusing on sensors, data

processing and conmnications, and precision nunitions, as the

main areas for military exploitation. All of these areas are

represented in current and follow-on lethal and non-lethal UAV

technology. Overwhelming near real time cawbat power is the

expected result of these improved technologies. Exploitation of

these technological improvements requires joint integration and

joint doctrinal change in order to allow the United States to
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retain a decisive military advantage with the projected smaller

force."

Puture warfare will be joint and will be fought by maller

armies. UAVs will be essential joint force multipliers in any

future conflict. They survive in high threat areas, reduce risk

to aircrew and ground forces, and reduce risk in politically

sensitive areas. Their capabilities and payload versatility allow

tactical cammnders to retain a high operations tano that will be

essential to the conduct of future war. Current UAV technology

represents a dramtic improvement in RSTA, EN, fire support,

precision munitions, and command and control capability that

especially benefit the tactical situation.

Despite in~rovumets, there are still hurdles to clear

before total capability can be extracted from UAVs for use on the

battlefield. The Desert Storm experience has been a catalyst in

promoting the acceptance of UAVs, though there still remains a

fair amount of resistance in aviation coanunities.89 Identified

problem ares, such as logistics, airspace deconfliction,

information dissemination and airfield requirements, are being

addressed in follow on system requirements. The UAVJPO

commmnality and interoperability requirements have driven design

of prototypes that address these problem areas.

The expected future denunds of the tactical battlefield and

the realities of decraasing defense budgets and forces mandate

that the military community look to cost-eafective force

mu~ltipliers to augment declining force capability. This essay his

shown UAVs to be not only cost-effective, but essential to
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enhancing the combat operations of all services in future

conflict. The tine has oan for intellectual thought and

accompanying political process to ensure that UAVs can be

incorporated fully into the military institution. Senior military

leaders need to start the process of institutional acceptance for

this revolutionary innovation.

Doctrinal integration of new technology in a decisive factor

of future conflict. The military gains an advantage over an

adversary by leveraging key technology." Battles, campaigns,

and wars are won by generating overwhelming combat power at the

decisive time and place. UAVs give comaanders the ability to

identify that time and place and then affect operations there.

They are clearly essential Joint force multipliers for the future.

A rapid technological pace has been the mark of the air

enviroigim t ever since the Wright brothers took to the sky in

1903. As stated by David Maclsaac in his Makers of Modern

Sr essay "Voices fron the Central Blue: The Airpower

Theorists" "...the effects of technology and the actions of

practitioners have from the beginning played greater roles than

ideas. It is even possible that we have arrived at a threshold of

technological advance that nay markedly change the identity of air

power. Electronic caobat, new satellite capabilities, precision

guided munitions and pilotless aircraft suggest a new era in

aviation-...'"' It is time for senior practitioners to fully

incorporate this new technology into the institution.
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AM - Anti Aircraft Artillery

AM - Anti Radiation Missile

ATMS - Adavanced Tactical Air Reconnaissance System

S- Airborne Warning Aircraft Control System

BDA - Bomb Deige Assesmnt

tBe - Cluster Bomb Unit

CR - Close Range UAV Categroy

&A-6 - Electronic Attack. Navy's standoff airborne
electronic jwmiing platform.

ECK - Electronic Counter Measures

ECC4 - Electronic Counter Counter Measures

EC-130- Electraonic/Coaications. Air Force airborne
platfran for disrupting enemy comartnd, control
and camunications.

EF-i11- Electronic Fighter. Air Force's standoff airborne
electronic jum•nng platform.

ELINT - Electronic Intelligaice

SL - Electro-Optical

ES4 - Electronic Support Measures

IN - Electronic Warfare

F/A-I8- Fighter Attack Aircraft. Naval fighter, some of
which are configured tor re~cAraissance missions,

F-40 - Air Force aircraft designed to detect, identity,
locate, and destroy anwy raiars.

OCt - Ground Controlled Intercept

GL(4 - Ground Launched Cruise Missile

IADS - Integrated Air Defense System

IAF - Israeli Air Force
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IDF - Israeli Defense Force

IMINT - Inagery Intelligence

IR - Infrared

JBIPS - Joint Service Information Processing System

JSTARS- Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System

MR - Medium Range category of UAV

MISAR - Miniature Inverse Synthetic-Aperture Radar

MSM - Miniature Synthetic-Aperture Radar

ZMT1 - Moving Target Indicator

RF-16 - Reconnaissance Fighter. Air Force Follow-on
tactical reconnaissance platform to the RF-4C

RF-4C - Recclmaissnace Fighter. Current Air Force
tactical reconnaissance platfrom.

ESTA - Reocmamissance Surveillance Target Acquistion

SAM - Surface to Air Missile

SAR - Synthetic Aperture Radar

SEAD - Supression of Enw Air Defenses

SIGINT- Signals Intelligence

SR - Short Range category of UAV

TALD - Tactical Air Launched Decoy

UAV - Urmanned Aerial Vehicle

USA - United States Army

USAF - United States Air Force

UAVJPO- Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Joint Project Office

VLC - Very Low Cost category of UAV

VTOL - Vertical Takeoff and Landing UAV
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